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/ Mathematics. - "A group of algebmic cornplexes of rays". By 

/ Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

§ 1. Supposing the rays a of a pencil (A, a) to be projective to 
the curves bn of order n, passing through n2 fixed points, Bk. of the 
plane {J, we shall regard the complex of the rays l'esting on homolo
gous lines. For n = 1 we eyidently find the tetrahedral cornplex. 

Out of any point P we project (A, a) 'on {J in a peneil (A', fJ), 
generating with the peneil (bn) a curve cn +1. 80 we have a cornplex 
of order (n + 1). 

Evidently the curve cn+1 does not change when the point P is 
moved along the right line AA'; so the intersections of the 00

3 cones 
of the complex (P) with the plane {J belong to a system 00

2
• It is 

easy to see that they form a net. 
For, if su eh a curve cn+1 is to eontain the point X and if bx 

is the curve through Bk and X, and ax the ray conjugate to it 
through A, the point A' must be situated on the right line conneeting 
X with the trace ofax on the plane {J. In like mannel' a 
second point through whieh cn+1 must pass, gives a second right 
line eontaining A'. The curve cn+1 being determined as soon as A' 
is found, one curve cn+1 can be brought through two arbitrary 
points of {J. 

On the right line afJ the given peneils determine a (1, n)-corre
spondenee ; its (n + 1) coineidenees Ck are situated on each cn+1 • 

80 the net has (n2 + n + 1) fixed base-points 1). 

§ 2. When A' moves along a rjght line a' situated in fJ and 
cutting the plane a in S, the curve cn+1 will always have to pass 
through the n points Dk which a' has in common with the curve 
bn conjugate to the ray AS. It then passes through (n + 1)2 fixed 
points, so it describes a pencil comprised in the net. 

To the 3122 no des of curves belonging to that pencil must be 
counted the n points of intersection of a{J with that cn passing through 
the points Blc and Dk. Rence a' contains, besides S, (3 n2 

- 12) points 
A' for which the corresponding curve C"+1 possesses a node. 

If A' coincides with one of the base-points Bk then the projective 
pencils (A') and (bn) generate a cn + 1 possessing in that point B a 
node. According to a weIl known property B is equivalent to 
two of the nodes appearing in the pencil (cn + l ) which is formed 

1) To determine this particular net one can choose arbitrarily but -1 n (n + 3) -1 
points Band tbree points O. 
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when A' is made to 100VO along ft, l'ight line a' dl'awn through B: 
From thi8 ensues in connection with the preceding: 
T!le locus of t!le vertices of cones of complex possessing a nodal 

edqe ig a cone b of order n (312 -1) !laving A as vertex and 
passing twice t!l?'ough eaclt ed.qe ABk' 

§ 3. If P moves along the plane a then the cone oUhe complex 
(P) consists of the plane a and a cone of order n cut hy a along 
the right lines ACk. 80 a is a p1'incipal plane and at the same time 
part of the singular surface. 

The plane {J belongs to this too. For, if P lies in {J then the rays 
connecting P with the points of the ray a corresponding to the 
curve bn drawn through P belong to the complex. All the remaining 
rays of the complex through P lie in {J. 80 P is an n-fold principal 
plane and t!le singular surface consists of a simple plane, an n-fold 
plane and a cone /::,. of order 12 (312 -1). 

The complex possesses (n 2 + n + 2) single principal,points, namely 
the point A, the n2 points Bk and the (n + 1) points Ck. 

§ 4. The nodes of curves cP belonging to a net Iie as is known 
on a curve H of order 3 (p - 1) the Hessian of the net, passing 
twice through each base-point of the net. This property can be 
demonsfrated in the following' way. 

We assume arbitrarily a right line 1 and a point M. The CP touching 
1 in L, culs lilL in (p - 1) points Q more. As the curves passing 
through M form a pencil, so that 2 (p -1) of them touch l, the 
locus of Q passes 2 (p -1) times through M; so it is of order 
3 (p -1). Through each of its points of intersection S with 1 one 
cP passes having with each of the right lines 1 and MS two points 
in common eoinciding in S; so S is a node of this CP. 

Consequently the locus of the nodes is a curve of order 3 (p -1). 
If 1 passes through a base point B of the net then the peneil 

determined by M cuts in on 1 an involution of order (p -1). This 
furnishing 2 (p - 2) eoincidences L, the locus of Q is now of ordel' 
(3p - 5) only. 80 B represents for each l'ight line drawn through 
th at point two points of intersection with the locus of the nodes, 
consequently it is a node of that curve. 

If 1 touches in Bt the curve cl having a node in 'Bt and if one 
chooses At! arbitrarily on this curve, then the curves of the pencil 
determined by .M have in BI a fixed tangent and BI is one of the 
eoincidences of the involution of order (p -1). The locus of the 
nodes has now in BI three coinciding points in common with l; 
consequently it has in BI the same tangents as cl. 
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For the net Nn+l of the curves cn+1 lying in the plane {J the 
locus of the nodes H breaks up into the l'ight line a{J and a cnrve 
of order (3n -1).- For, a{J forms with each curve bn a degenerated 
curve c"+1• 

TILe locus of the nodal edges of the cones of the complex ii:>' a 
cone with vertex A of m'del' (3n -1) having tlte n~ I'iglzt lines 
ABk as nodal edges. 

§ 5. The tangents in the 110des of a 11et lVP envelop a curve Z 
of class 3 (p -1) (2p - 3) 1), the curve of ZEUTH~lN. 1t breaks up 
for the net Nll+1 indicated ahove; for, the tangents to the curves 
bn in their points of intersection wHh a{J envelop a curve, which 
must be a part of the curve Z. The pencil (bn) is projective to the 
pencil of Hs polar curves p1l - 1 with respect to a point 0; the points 
of intersection of homologous curves form a curve of order (2n-1;; 
in each of its points of intersection 8 with a{J a curve b1l is touched 
by 08; so these tangents envelop a curve Z' of class (2n -1). 

So for 1\1-n+l the curve of ZEUTHEN consists of the em'elope Z' 
and a curve Z" of class 3n(2n-1)-(2n-1)=(3n-1)(2n-1). 

The pairs of tangents in the no des of the genuine curves of 
Nn+l determine on a right line I a symmetrie correspondence with 
characteristic number (2n -1) (3n - j). To the coincidences belong 
the points of intersection 8 of l with the curve H; to such a point 
8 are conjugated (2n -1) (3n -1) - 2 points distinct from S; so 
8 is a double coinridence. The remaining 4 (11, -1) (3n -1) co
incidences evidently originate fram cuspidal tangents. 

The locus of the vertices of cones of the complex, possessing a 
cuspidal edge consists of 4 (11, -1) (311, -1) ed,qes of tlte cone b.. 

A general net of order (n + 1) contains 12 (n -1) 11, cuspidal 
curves, thus 4 (n -1) more; therefore each of the 2 (n -1) 
figures consisting of the right line a{J and a curve bn touching it 
is equivalent to two curves cn+1 wHh ('usp. Evidently the nades of 
these figures form with the point CII the section of a{J with the 
curve H. 

§ 6. On the traces 'of a plane :re witb. the planes a and (J the 
pencils Ca) and (b'l) determine two series of points in (11" 1)-corre
spondenee ; the envelope of the right lines connecting homologous 
points is evidently a curve of class ln + 1) touching _a:re in its point 
of intersection with the ray a conjugate to the curve b'l th,rough 

1) This has been indicated in a remarkable way by Dr. W. BOUWMAN (Ueber 
den Ort der Berührullgspunkte von Strahlenbüscheln und Curvenbüscheln, N. 
Archief voor Wiskunde, 2nd series, vol. IV, p. 264). 
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tbe point a(jJr', whilst it touches (j:rr in its points of intersection witb 
the curve bon for wbich the corresponding ray passes through a(j:rr. 

The curve of the cornplex of the plane :re has the rigM line fl:rr 
lor n-fold tangent, so it is rational. 

If the curve b/l toucbes tbe intersection f1:re, tben the multiple 
tangent is at the same time inflectional tangent. 

We now pay attention to the tangents l' out of tbe ,point S = afJ 
to lhe curve b'l corresponding to a. The envelope of these tangents 
bas the rigbt line afJ as multiple tangent; its points of contact are 
the 2 (n -1) coincidences of the involution, determined by tbe 
peneil (bn) on afl. As S evidently sends out n (n -1) right lines l' 

the indicated envelope is of elass (n -1) (n + 2). 
The planes containing a curve of the complex of which the n-fold 

tangent is at the same time injlectional tangent envelop a plane 
curve of class (n -1) (n + 2). 

§ 7. The curve (:re) ean break up in three different ways. 
First the point afl:rr may eorrespond to itself,' so that (:re) breaks 

up into a pencil and into a curve of class n. This evidently takes 
place wben :rr passes through one of the principal points Ck. 

Secondly the involution on fl:rr may break up, so tbat all its groups 
eontain a bed point; tben also a peneil of rays of the complex 
separates itself. This will take place, when :re passes through one 
of the principal points Bk. 

Thirdly tbe curve :rr may contain the principal point A. Then the 
curve bn corresponding to the ray a = a:rr determines on .fJ:re the 
vertices of n pencils, whilst also A is the vertex of a pencil. The 
curve :rr is then replaced by (n + 1) pencils. 

In a plane through afl, thus tbrougb all principal points Ck, fhe 
curve (:re) consists of course also of (n + 1) pencils. 

A break up into two pencils with a curve of class (n -1) takes 
place when the plane :re contains two principal points Bk or a point 
Bic antI a point Ck. 

§ 8. To obtain an analytical representation of tbe complex we 
ean start from the equations 

Here all and 
x 

order n. 

ala = 0 all + Àals = 0 i 

j)}. = 0 a
n + Àbn = o. • x x 

bn are homogeneous functions 
x 

For tbe points of intersection X and Y of a ray of the complex 
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with a and fJ we find 

'lh: PH = '!Is ~ PS4 = '!Ia :PU' 

Aftel' substitution, and elimination of l, we find an equation of 
tM form 

Pn (al P14 + as Pu + aa P84)(n) = P13 (b t Pl4 + bs Pu + ba pu)(n), 

by which the exponent bet ween brackets reminds us that we must 
think here of a symbolical raising to a power. 

Ir in Pk4= Xk Y4 - X4 Yk we put the coordinate X4 equal to zero, 
we find for the intersection of the cone of the complex of Y on fJ 
the equation 

('!Ia lIJs - '!Is X8) (al Xl + as .'Vs + aa xa)(n) = (Va ''V1 - '!I1 ·'Va) (b1 ''V l + bs xs+ ba xa)(n), 

or shorter 

This proves anew, that the intersections of the cones of the complex 
form a net. 

Mathematics. - "On nets of algebraic plane C'lt1'Ves". By Prof. 
JAN DE VRIES. 

Ir a net of curves of order n is represented by an equation in 
homogeneous coordinates 

'!I1 a; + '!Is b; + '!Ia (J~ = 0 

to the curve indicated by a system of values Yl: y, : Ya is conjugated 
the point Y having Yl' y" Y8 as coordinates and reversely. 

A homogeneous linear relation between the parameters Yk then 
indicates a l'ight line as locus of Y, corresponding to a pencil com
prised in the net. 

To the Hessian, H, passing through the nodes of the curves belonging 
to the net, a curve (Y) corresponds of which the order is easy to 
determine. For, the pencil represented by an arbitrary right line ly 
has 3(n-i)' nodes. So for the order n" of(Y)wefindn"=3(n-i)'. 

Ir one of the curves of a pencil has a node in one of the base
points, it is equivalent to two of the 3 en-i)' curyes with node 
belonging to the penciI. Then the image ly touches the curve (Y) 
and reversely. 

Let us suppose that the net has h fixed points, then H passes 


